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a b s t r a c t
This paper reports upon ten years of experience in the development and application of
model-driven technology. The technology in question was inspired by work on formal
methods: in particular, by the B toolkit. It was used in the development of a number of
information systems, all of which were successfully deployed in real world situations. The
paper reports upon three systems: one that informed the design of the technology, one that
was used by an internal customer, and one that is currently in use outside the development
organisation. It records a number of lessons regarding the application of model-driven
techniques.
© 2013 Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction
The Object Management Group’s concept of model driven architecture (MDA) [1] has been explained as the use of
modelling languages ‘as programming languages rather thanmerely as design languages [2]’. The broader concept ofmodel-
driven engineering is a natural extension of this: using models to support automated analysis of a design, as the basis for
automatic test generation, and as a source for automatically-generated documentation. It may be seen also as a natural
extension of the concept of formalmethods: languages and toolswith a precise,mathematical foundation. Ifmodels are being
used to drive processes of implementation and development, in the sense of being used to produce structures or behaviours
automatically, then they must admit a precise interpretation. Furthermore, as they describe features or requirements
at a higher level of abstraction than the programming notations they augment or replace, they are more amenable to
mathematical characterisation.
In this paper, wewill report upon our experience of a particular, original approach tomodel-driven engineering: one that
was inspired directly by formal languages and tools. Wewill introduce and explain the Booster technology, the systems that
we have built using it, and the lessons that we learned along the way. This explanation will focus upon three systems: one
that supports our own activities, another developed for an internal customer, and a third that is presently in use outside our
organisation. The lessons that we present here are informed also by the other systems we have built, and should be equally
applicable to other developments using model-driven techniques.
The paper starts with an introduction to the Booster toolkit: the modelling language and the code generation process.
In Section 3, we discuss the first system built using Booster: a system whose development and requirements for support
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had a profound influence upon the design of the toolkit. We present some lessons in domain-specific development, data
migration, and in software engineering process. In Section 4, we discuss a system built for an internal customer, supported
in operation for two years, and then replaced by a supposedly-identical product built using conventional techniques on a
standard platform. We present some lessons in the business and organisational context of model-driven engineering.
In Section 5, we discuss the design and operation of a system that is presently in use, for a purpose that is both important
and sensitive, by a partner organisation. This system was built on the experience of the others, and we expect it to evolve
and continue in use for many years. We present some lessons in dealing with legacy data, in scalability, and in migrating to
other technology platforms. The paper ends with a brief summary of the experiences and lessons, an explanation of related
work, and an account of prospects for further development.
2. Booster
In 1998, following a competitive tendering and procurement process, the University of Oxford asked B-Core (UK) Limited
to develop a new information system. The system would manage key aspects of the University’s professional programmes
in software engineering: programme finances, student registration, course attendance, on-line materials, submissions and
examinations. Its development was to be managed for the University by Jim Woodcock and Jim Davies, both experienced
users of formalmethods: in particular, the Znotation [3]. B-Core (UK)was a company foundedupon the industrial application
of formal methods: in particular, the B-Toolkit [4].
Although the contractmade nomention of formalmethods, both sideswere happy at the idea of using these techniques in
the design process: indeed, given the level of expertise, and the shared, stated belief that the application of formal techniques
could greatly reduce costs and increase reliability, not to do so might have seemed surprising to colleagues and customers
alike. Both parties were aware that these techniques were originally developed for use in large, industrial projects, and
that their application to the development of a ‘simple database’ could easily be counter-productive. Thus the initial plan
was merely to provide a formal description of key features of the design alongside the conventional, written functional
specification.
Soon after the specification, and the document, had been agreed with the developers, it became apparent that a system
built exactly in accordance with it would fail to meet the users’ needs and expectations. With each question from the
developers, with each step of the implementation, it became apparent that the specification did not capture every aspect
of the original intention, that there was scope for misinterpretation, and that some of the design decisions, so precisely
expressed in the Z, were wrong. This can be explained in part by the emerging complexity of the proposed system – no
longer a ‘simple database’ – and in part by the changing nature of the requirements: there were new regulations, new
policies, and new structures to be taken into account.
It is indicative also of an inherent difficulty in the application of formal techniques: one that can be found also in the
application ofmodel-driven engineering. A precise description of intended structure and behaviourmay contain a great deal
of information: more than can be comfortably understood or managed by the unaided mind. Without tools for animating
or otherwise validating the Z document, it served as a sketch of intentions, but nothing more; indeed, the same purpose
would have been served by an object model written in a less formal language. A more concise, more abstract description
might have allowed more in the way of manual exploration, and hence a more reliable, manual interpretation of the sets
and symbols defined, but would have left many of the key features unspecified.
Nevertheless, the documentwas updated, repeatedly, to reflect changes in requirements andunderstanding. After several
iterations, the developers observed that they might usefully treat the design document as source code for the system.
This observation was based in part upon Ib Holm Sørensen’s experience on the IBM CICS Project [5], where many of the
Z specifications produced were deterministic at the chosen level of abstraction: that is, the value of each attribute or output
included in the description would be entirely determined after each operation. This was captured as an informal principle:
Principle of Functional Specification. In a useful, formal specification, the value of each state variable should be
uniquely determined after every operation.
If a variable is worth declaring, at a particular level of abstraction, then you ought to know precisely what happens to it. We
leave it to the reader to suggest exceptions to this rule; we observe simply that this was proving to be the case.
At the same time, the Z notation was proving less than ideal for the description of the proposed design. We were
describing the state of the system as a collection of classes, representing information held on students, courses, assignments,
or invoices. As might be expected, many properties of interest concerned the relationship between attributes of different
classes, causing us to adopt an idiomatic form of Z in which the model would include given sets of references to each class,
and a generic dereferencing function. Furthermore, there was no mechanism for presenting each operation in the context
of the ‘owning’ class. This led to considerable amounts of additional clutter in a model intended for manual inspection.
The Object-Z [6] notation was considered as an alternative, but a lack of tool support for presentation – drawing boxes
around boxes of any significant size or number did not appear to be a scalable approachwithout some form of ‘folding editor’
– or analysis led to the decision to define a new object-based notation that could be supported by the existing B-Toolkit.
Descriptionswritten in this notationwould be translated automatically into the AbstractMachine Notation (AMN), and then
refined automatically to produce an implementation of the core database functionality, based upon the toolkit’s C libraries
of datatypes and functions. Sørensen named this the B Object Oriented STate-based Refinement approach, or Booster.
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SYSTEM NEWSYS CLASS Class1[dim1] DEFINITIONS
... def1 == ... ;
SETS END;
set1 = ... ; UTILITIES
IS ... util1 = ... ;
ENUMERATIONS
CLASS Enum1 CLASS ClassN[dimN]
... ...
END; END; END
Fig. 1. An outline of a Booster model.
Fig. 2. One-to-many association.
2.1. Notation
The original version of the Booster notation was presented in a conference paper in 2004 [7]. That version is the one used
in the development of the three systems discussed in this paper, and is the one that we will explain here. Based upon the
experiences of these and other systems, a new version of the notation has since been developed, but has yet to be used for
customer applications: the changes in design are explained in Section 6.
Fig. 1 shows the outline structure of a Booster specification. The behaviour of the intended SYSTEM is described by a
series of class declarations, each of which introduces a number of data attributes and operations. There are two built-in
attribute types, STRING and NAT; other types are introduced directly, as sets, or indirectly, as enumeration classes or type
synonyms. Direct calls to the underlying API may be declared as utility functions: to date, their use has been restricted to
getting system time, managing file references, and handling user authentication. A feature of particular interest is the bound
placed upon the number of instances of each class: for example, dim1 for Class1. This simplifies the allocation of memory
in the implementation, and makes for more predictable behaviour: the system is guaranteed to allow the creation of a new
instance of Class1 if there are fewer than dim1 instances, subject to any user-specified constraints, and guaranteed not to
allow its creation when there are exactly dim1 instances.
Operations may be declared not only in the context of classes, but also in the more specific context of attributes. Each
kind of attribute has a default set of operations: to set or get the value of a mandatory attribute, to set or clear the value of
an optional attribute, and to add or remove a value from an attribute with multiplicity greater than one. Associations are
introduced by declaring an attribute whose type is the name of a class; multiplicity and ordering information is added using
the keywords SET, OSET, and SEQ, for sets, ordered sets, and sequences, respectively.
Associations in Booster are bidirectional: that is, they appear in matching pairs, allowing navigation in both directions.
For example, the association shown in Fig. 2 between classes A and Bwould be described by a matching pair of declarations
bs : SET(O.a)[n]
in class A, and
a : A.bs
in class B. This is a one-to-many association between the classes, with a maximum cardinality of n.
Methods may be declared within the scope of a class declaration, or within the smaller, enclosed scope of an attribute
declaration. A primitive method M is declared as a triple:
M(pre | change_list | post)
This should be available only if the condition pre holds for the current state and input values. If it is ever performed, then
postwill hold: this may refer to the values of inputs, outputs, and attributes before and after the operation, which may be
expected to update the values of variables in the change_list.
This is different from the specification statement proposed by Morgan [8], in which
frame : [pre, post]
describes an operation thatwill achieve post if calledwhen pre is true, changing only the values of variablesmentioned in the
frame list. The Booster condition pre is a partial guard, rather than a conventional precondition: the operation is guaranteed
not to be available unless pre is satisfied. Furthermore, the change_list is a partial description of the frame, included as
a directive to the compiler: the implementation may update other attributes, as well as leaving some or all of those listed
unchanged.
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The conditions pre and post are written as logical expressions in the AMN notation. In post, we may refer to values of
attributes before the operation by appending _0 to the attribute name. The names of inputs and newly-created objects end
with _in and _new, respectively. Where attribute names are unique within the scope of a method, any root qualification
may be omitted: for example, if there is only one attribute with the name b in scope, then C.a.b may be written as b.
post may include also references to other methods, and these references may be combined using method combinators.
There are four in the original Booster notation:ALSO, sequential composition;ALL, universal quantification;ANY, existential
quantification; and ORELSE, which produces an operation that is available whenever at least one of the components would
be, and has the effect of first operation whose guard is satisfied, reading from left to right.
2.2. Expansion
The first step of the automatic refinement process is model expansion. The model is extended to include the definitions
of any default operations, and operation preconditions and postconditions are strengthened where necessary to ensure
that model properties – association invariants, type constraints, and user-supplied invariants – are preserved; the model
transformations that calculate and provide this additional information reflect a number of domain-specific assumptions
about the development of information systems. The expanded model, also in Booster, will typically be 4 or 5 times larger
than the original.
Each class has two default methods: Create, to create a new object; and Destroy, to destroy an existing object. Each
optional attribute has two: Set, to set the attribute; Clear, to clear it. Each set-valued attribute has four: Add, to add a
reference to an existing object; Remove, to remove a reference to an existing object; New, to add a reference to a new object,
creating the object; Erase, to remove a reference to an existing object, destroying it.
Each default method has a basic definition. For example, the default definition for the Add method on a set-valued
attribute S of class C, containing references to objects of class D, would be defined as follows:
Add(S_in : D & S_in /: S | S | S_in : S)
The precondition insists that input S_in refers to an object of class D; and that S_in is not already an element of S. The
change list indicates that the method may change the value of S. The postcondition states that, afterwards, S_in should be
in S.
The cardinality constraints given in the model are added to the basic form of the default Create and Newmethods: for
example, if class Cwere introduced with a dimension of N, then the Createmethod for that class would expand to
Create(C.card < N | C | C_new : C)
where .card is the built-in cardinality operator.
The pre- and post-conditions of Destroy and Erase are extended to take account of the association information in the
model. If we are to destroy an object a1, we must ensure that there is no associated object with an attribute awhose value
includes a reference to a1. If the associated object is b1, of class B, then this can be achieved in three different ways:
1. if a is set-valued or optional, the postcondition is extended to require that a is changed, if necessary, to remove the
reference to a1;
2. if a is mandatory and B is not in the change list, the precondition is extended to require that a is not a reference to a1;
3. if a is mandatory and B is in the change list, the postcondition is extended to require that b1, too, is destroyed.
The default semantics is given by 1 and 2. We may choose 3 instead by adding B to the change list when referring to either
method.
Each default method has a corresponding default decoration. Within a class C, the methods Create and Destroy can
use C_new and C_this to refer to the object that is to be created or, respectively, destroyed. For an optional attribute att,
the methods Set and Clear can use att_in and att_this to refer to the object that is to be inserted or, respectively,
removed. When referring to a default method, we may insert additional pre- or post-conditions, and add to the change list:





Remove (s_this /= a | true)
introduce two attributes, a and s, together with a pair of methods on s. The first method is the default Add; the second
extends the default Removewith an additional precondition, requiring that the object to be removed is not the same as the
object currently referred to as a.
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Fig. 3. The code generation process.
2.3. Code generation
The expanded model then serves as the source code in a subsequent compilation process: see Fig. 3. The model is
translated into abstract machine notation, and then translated into C source bymeans of a B rulebase, before being compiled
using the standard B toolkit libraries. The postcondition of each method becomes a program statement:
− the equality postcondition a = e is implemented as a simple assignment a := e;
− the membership constraints a :s and a /: s are implemented using functions that add or remove elements from sets;
− logical implication is implemented using a conditional if . . . then construction;
− logical conjunction is implemented using a sequential composition of statements: c1 ; c2
The precondition becomes a guard: a boolean expression that can be evaluated to determinewhether themethod in question
should be available.
The resulting method implementations constitute a programming interface to the underlying data store. This interface
is not accessed directly: instead, requests are queued for sequential processing by a decoder component. For a combination
of pre- and post-conditions to serve as an adequate description of a method M, there must be no possibility of another
method updating variables in the pre- or post-condition while M is still executing. Requests and responses are presented in
a structured language, using tags that correspond to the operations of the model. The decoder logic is generated at the same
time as the programming interface and the data store.
In order to generate the base object layer, the generator divides the model into single classes, removes the
operation definitions, and carries out some simple syntax transformations. The B-Toolkit is used to generate a
specification/implementation pair for each class, together with a set of abstract machines encapsulating state and data
structures. The specifications are guaranteed to be internally consistent, and the implementations are guaranteed to meet
their specification: the resulting modules are then used also in the generation of the API. Beneath this, a toolkit library layer
provides support for primitive types, numbers and strings, together with basic input–output functionality.
Each method in the API may be called in one of twomodes: test, which checks the precondition, and reports whether the
method is currently available; and test and execute, which checks the precondition, and if it is true, executes the method. In
the second mode, the implementation ensures that none of the attributes involved are updated between the precondition
test and the method execution: if the test succeeds at this point, then the method is guaranteed to achieve the effect
described in its original postcondition. As the system state may have changed between a test and a subsequent test and
execute, any program calling the API must be ready to find that a method is no longer available.
To protect data against possible errors in the implementation of the compiler, an undo operation is generated for each
primitive method. The method postcondition is checked after execution: if it is false, the operation is rolled back. A log is
kept of all calls at the API, and these can be replayed to rebuild the current state from the last checkpoint, should something
go awry with a complex operation or external utility function. An integrity checker for the whole data model is constructed
as part of compilation process, and run whenever data is saved to disk, whenever a checkpoint is requested, and whenever
there are no current requests in the decoder queue.
The decoder layer consists of a number of sub-layers. The first of these determines the nature of the request: whether it is
a query or amethod call. The second layer interprets the request and checkpoints the data, if necessary. The third determines
which sub-decoder should be used to handle the request. The first two layers are generic, handling any query ormethod that
can be constructed from the alphabet of attributes and methods in the expanded model. The third comprises a collection of
concrete sub-decoders generated to match the class declarations and expanded method definitions. All of this functionality
is implemented in ANSI C, and linked to produce a single database application.
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3. Case study: the SSTL system
The first system that we will consider is the first information system that Booster was developed to implement and
support. This took its name from the original contract awarded: Software Support for Teaching and Learning, or SSTL.
Development of the system started in November 1998, with a functional specification and – as discussed above – a Z
document outlining a proposed design. The decision to adopt a model-driven approach, treating the design document as
source code, meant that a certain amount of tool building was required before the first working system could emerge.
An important lessonwas learnt early in the development process.With each change to themodel, the interface tier of the
application would need to be redesigned. The API to the datastore, and the set of tags and codes understood by the decoder,
would be updated automatically, but the Java code that generated the user interface would need to be reworked manually
every time. This was time consuming, to the extent that progress on the interface had all but ground to a halt. The only
solution was to generate new Java code for the interface at the same time as the rest of the system.
Lesson 1. Everything that changes with the model should change automatically.
Thiswas enough to allow the completion of the first release of the system to administrative users, in September 1999. This
release provided comprehensive support for the internal processes of course and student management, including invoicing
and payments, and was well received by the administrative staff. However, there were no facilities for students to register
on-line for courses, to submit assignments, or even to see what courses may be on offer. Neither were there facilities for
academic staff to use the system, as lecturers, supervisors, or assessors. The development of these facilities became the next
priority.
The default interface to the system is perfectly serviceable: indeed, it included many features that made it arguably
superior to any product on the market at the time, at least in terms of the ease and efficiency with which experienced
administrators could review and update the data in the system. It reflects the structure of the model, in terms of classes and
associations, in much the same way as the object browsers defined for SmallTalk [9]. At any time, the user is looking at an
‘object view’, a presentation of a particular instance of one of the classes. Each primitive attribute is shown with its current
value. Each reference appears as a hypertext link: clicking on this takes the user to a view of the target object. If the target
class has one or more attributes identified as ‘keys’, then the values of these attributes appear as the labels for the links.
For example, the Course class includes an attribute attended, indicating the set of students who attended that
particular course. Within the Student class, the name and student number of the individual are identified as keys. In a
view of a course object, the value of attended appears as a list of name, number pairs, each a hypertext link to a view of
the corresponding student. Any methods declared for a particular attribute appear as buttons against it on the screen: the
method updates whatever other attributes need to be updated as a consequence of the local change, even if these are in
other classes; and the button is ‘greyed out’ and rendered unclickable if themethod’s guard was not satisfied when the view
was last refreshed.
Several generic features were added to minimise the number of clicks required for certain tasks, or otherwise optimise
the interface to meet the needs of the administrative users. For any set-valued attribute, a ‘browse’ button allows the user
to step through views of the target objects, moving backward or forwards at any point, and methods for that attribute can
be applied to all of the targets at once. The user can create queries in an SQL-like syntax, using path expressions but without
the need for joins, and associate these with classes or attributes: they then appear in the appropriate part of the view, ready
to use. The user can also edit enumerations: like the queries, these are stored as data in the system. The result is a one-size-
fits-all interface, automatically generated, that met the needs of the ‘super users’. Fig. 4 shows part of the view presented
for a Subject object, that of Design Patterns.
However, it would not be appropriate to show all of this information to other classes of user; nor would it be appropriate
to allow them to access to all of thesemethods.Weneeded ameans of generating a view that took account of the relationship
between the user and the data that they were looking at. For example, a student looking at a course object might see just
the basic scheduling information and, if they had attended the course, the names of the attendees; but they should not be
able to click on any of those names andmove on to a view of that person’s student record. Although themodel included user
data, the language did not present any convenient means of recording the access control information: this could be seen as
quite orthogonal, or at least belonging to another layer of description.
Instead, a new language of user ‘domains’ or ‘privileges’ was introduced. Each type of user, or each user role, can be
associated with a domain record that determined whether and how any particular class, attribute, or method would be
presented to them. The domain language is used to express not only what specific users could do or see, but also what they
would prefer to see in a given situation: for example, a lecturer is allowed to see information on every course that they have
ever taught – and can obtain this from a query, or from their record – but a given object view might mention only those
courses that they are currently teaching, are scheduled to teach, or for which they have yet to complete the marking.
This language was implemented using a separate compiler, which took the expanded model and the domains and
generated code for the interface tier of the application. The predicates that describe the conditions under which a user
may access a particular attribute or method are woven into the query. Should the query involve attributes that the current
user does not have access to, the response will include empty slots or explicit ‘undefined’ values. Using the new language,
we were quickly able to define new database views for each different kind of user.
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Fig. 4. A Subject object in SSTL.
Lesson 2. Some aspects may be better described using a separate model in a different language.
The use of model-driven technology had an empowering effect upon the users: partly because those who could read the
models had an opportunity to participate directly in the design process, something that would not be afforded them if the
functionality were expressed in terms of thousands of lines of code; but mostly because of the reduction in ‘cycle time’.
Those who had previous experience of computerisation projects had expected the usual ‘batch’ mode of development, in
which: meetings would be held to discuss requirements; some time later, a lengthy document would appear; much later, a
system would appear, satisfying some of the requirements set out in the document; consultations with the users would be
too infrequent and too abstract to result in any meaningful engagement.
In contrast, once a domain-specific framework has been established, a new version of the system takes only minutes to
generate and deploy usingmodel-driven techniques. Users can ask for a button to bemoved, for a new attribute to be added
to a class, or for a constraint to be modified, and the developers can make it happen there and then. What was once a ‘batch’
process is now interactive: users can be fully engaged in design, and can make a huge contribution to the quality of the final
product. This is very much in the spirit of Agilemethodology [10], with ‘sprints’ focused upon the development of the model
rather than the implementation.
For SSTL, the extent of engagement was both beneficial and problematic: users would provide a constant stream of
suggestions, based upon their own insights and priorities, and then expect them to be implemented; if these suggestions
were not quickly incorporated into theworking system, theywouldwant to know the reason for the delay, or an explanation
as to why someone else’s suggestion has been adopted instead.
Lesson 3. The easier it is to change the system, the more important change management becomes.
As changes in the implementation can now be characterised entirely in terms of changes to a concise, readable model, the
emphasis here is upon change management outside the system: principally, of users and organisations. The information
system is no longer acting as a brake upon organisational, structural, or process change, and some people will find it hard
to keep up.
By this point, the system had several hundred users, and was handling over £1m a year in payments. It was proving
particularly robust in operation, behaving precisely according to the specification, providing continuous service, and
maintaining the integrity of the data. The data it held was becoming increasingly important: as the point where each
transaction was enacted and recorded, the system soon became the authoritative source of information for student records,
course registrations, and all of the associated invoices, payments, cancellations, and refunds.
This led to another problem, and a lesson that may be seen as a special case of Lesson 1. Whenever the model is changed,
and a new version of the system is generated, we need to consider what to do with the data that has been accumulated in
the existing version. The representation of data needs to change to reflect the new model, and to do this manually would
be costly, error-prone, and awkward in terms of data governance—in many situations, it is recommended that developers
should not have access to ‘real’ data from the live system. It could also act as a brake upon development, returning it to
‘batch mode’, and losing the engagement of the users.
Lesson 4. System evolution should be supported by automatic data migration.
The same issue would have been apparent to developers and users of Computer-Aided Software Engineering (CASE)
tools during the ‘maintenance’ phase of the systems lifecycle [11], and a number of methods for automating aspects of data
migration were proposed: see, for example [12]. The same ground is being covered again as part of the DevOps proposal
for integrated development and operations in the context of enterprise computing, which is centred upon the automatic
deployment of system updates [13].
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In generating each new version of the system, the compiler will compare the newmodel with themodel used to generate
the previous version. If it can determine how themodel has been transformed, it can apply a corresponding transformation to
any data that has already been collected: the process of datamigrationwill then be completely automatic. Code is generated
to create objects, and to set attribute values, in the new version of the system; the data from the previous version is stored
in a form that matches the new model; the integrity of the data is checked against the association constraints; finally, the
code is then executed to create the new system and install the data.
Model transformations for which automatic migration is possible include: renaming or removing classes and attributes;
adding new classes, sets, or enumerations; adding set-valued or optional attributes; adding primitive attributes. In some
cases, the data from the previous version can be reloaded without modification. This will be the case when the only change
to the model involves adding, removing or modifying methods or derived attributes. For more complex transformations,
there are two approaches that may be employed: express the transformation as a sequence of minor transformations, each
of which admits an automatic upgrade; or introduce a third, intermediate model and specify the upgrade transformation as
a method in that model. In the development of SSTL, the second approach has been required once or twice a year.
As of March 2012, the current release of SSTL is V93.00. Each major release has been preceded by between 10 and
15 minor releases: Sørensen adopted the convention of incrementing the major version number whenever the new model
would represent a ‘significant’ change in functionality, one thatwas clearly visible to the users. Discounting the early versions
of the system, producedwhile the toolkit was still verymuch under development, there have been 1000 releases, minor and
major, over the past 10 years.
In 2003, not long after the toolkit had stabilised, the system model comprised 2452 lines of sparse text, and the
implementation was compiled from 232,216 lines of C, together with 691,301 lines of generated Java and Javascript. For
the version of the system running in March 2012:
– the model has 9116 lines of sparse text, declaring 110 classes, with 452 primitive attributes ;
– it has 288 associations, 104 of which are mandatory, 103 are optional, and 81 are set-valued;
– there are 10 different domain models, with a total of 2948 lines of code;
– at the AMN stage, there are 1177 machines, in 1813 files, comprising 356,518 lines of code;
– the implementation is compiled from 423,607 lines of generated C code;
– there are 202,400 data objects in the live system.
This is a system that has been in continuous service since September 1999. The constant updating has allowed it to evolve
to handle new degree structures, new financial procedures, and new examination regulations; it has also been steadily
refined and enhanced to address new aspects of student support, including on-line applications. The cost of maintaining
and developing the system in recent years has been approximately £30,000 per annum.
4. Case study: GSS
While the SSTL system remained in use within one department, the University as a whole moved forward with the
procurement of an enterprise-level student management system, the Oracle Student System (OSS). Further development of
any other information system within the University was discouraged while the Oracle system was implemented, which
took a little under three years. The precise cost of that system is difficult to estimate, as more than 100 university staff were
involved at some point during its implementation: however, the licencing costs alone were approximately £1m per annum.
However, as soon as the Oracle system went live, it was apparent that it would not provide support for operational
aspects of student management: while its design made it possible to record and report student progress in a manner that
was acceptable to the UK Higher Education Statistics Agency, there was no support for recording many of the data items
needed to support processes at the department or student level. Worse still, it contained no notion of ‘college’, and colleges
play a key role in student administration at the University of Oxford.
The schema for the underlying OSS package was, in most respects, unfit for purpose. The developers were forced to
extend this in many different ways in an attempt to support at least some of the concepts and administrative processes of
the University. Each extension involved a considerable amount of hand-written code in PL/SQL and Oracle Java. There was
little or nomodularisation, and the resulting systemquickly became difficult to use and expensive tomaintain. Nevertheless,
a significant investment had been made, and a large development organisation – Business Services and Projects (BSP) – had
been established within the University; OSS has remained the basis for ‘official’ student administration at Oxford, and will
not be replaced until 2014.
SSTL held a wider range of data than OSS, and supported a wider range of processes; nevertheless, it was used for only
four degree programmes, mostly within one department, and for only 3% of the graduate students at Oxford. Furthermore,
its development was not hampered by an unsuitable core database schema. Thus a direct comparison between these two
systemsmight be unfair. However, the expensive, inflexible nature of OSS led to the development of two other systems that
provide the basis for a fairer comparison between the use of the model-driven Booster toolkit and conventional approaches
to information systems development.
Every term in Oxford, a report is written upon the progress of each graduate student. Until 2006, these reports were
written on paper forms, collected within departments and sent to central student administration, where three copies would
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bemade; one copywould be returned to the supervisor, another would be sent to the director of graduate studies within the
department, and a thirdwould be sent to the student’s college. Forms oftenwentmissing, and the delay between completion
and review, which might be as long as three to four months, meant that the information on the form was often quite out of
date. A decision was taken to computerise the process, but it was deemed too difficult to extend OSS to support it, and the
cost of a new system was felt to be prohibitive.
Instead, it was proposed that the process should be implemented using email, withWord documents as attachments that
would be completed and forwarded as necessary. A departmental representative objected to this, and suggested instead the
Software Engineering group might be able to build a system in which the forms could be completed and processed on-
line. Working with Sørensen, the present authors volunteered to do exactly this, on the understanding that – should the
developed system be adopted – the cost of the developers’ time would be paid for.
A completely newmodelwas created for the system, as the information recorded about students, supervisors, and reports
was different to that maintained in SSTL. The first version of the model was compiled on 16th August 2006, on the first day
of development work. There were 10 further versions compiled that month, and a complete implementation – in the sense
that it met all of the original requirements – was presented on the 1st of September. Modifications and extensions were
proposed: in particular, with regard to a facility for students to provide their own report alongside that of the supervisor.
There were another 9 versions compiled in September, with a further 4 before the end of the year. For the version of the
system running in December 2008:
– the model had 32 classes and 180 primitive attributes;
– it had 92 associations, 17 of which were mandatory, 0 (zero) were optional, and 69 were set-valued;
– there were 8 different domain models, with a total of 3413 lines of code;
– at the AMN stage, there were 394 machines, in 597 files, comprising 104,613 lines of code;
– the implementation was compiled from 117,699 lines of generated C code;
– there were 58,888 data objects in the live system.
The system was announced to an initial cohort of 1132 students at 4.30 p.m. on the 20th February 2007. The first report
was completed 60 s later. At 4.40 p.m. there were 100 students logged in to the system, each in the process of completing
a report. There were 4 complaints from people unable to log in at the first attempt, due to overloading of the web server,
but neither that nor the database component failed. On the 22nd of February, the team received an invitation to come to the
University Offices for a celebratory drink. The system continued to perform as expected for the rest of the term, and for the
following four terms, before being switched off in January 2009. Despite its initial success, the Booster-generated Graduate
Supervision System (GSS) did not become a permanent part of the University’s student systems provision.
It was argued that such a critical system should be supported by the BSP unit, rather than an academic department.
However, the unit was staffed with business analysts, process analysts, project managers, programmers, and testers whose
skills lay in the presentation or interpretation of informal documents, or in the manual production of code. The idea that
one person could short-cut most of this by writing a precise model, pressing a button, and then showing a working system
to the customers, was as unwelcome as it was incomprehensible. It was then argued that as the unit’s development and
maintenance efforts were basedmainly uponOracle technology, a non-standard, non-Oracle solutionwould unsupportable:
at the very least, the cost of supporting it could not be reliably predicted.
Lesson 5. Model-driven engineering is disruptive technology.
The argumentswerewon, and BSPwere asked to construct a new version of GSS, using their own processes, and based on
their own technology platforms,with the stipulation that it should be ‘exactly like’ theworking Booster implementation. This
development had to be treated as any other BSP project, with a preliminary requirements phase leading to a business case
and project charter, prior to project initiation. Preliminary work on the new implementation began in January 2008, with a
32-page ‘RequirementsDefinition’ document issuedon26th June2008. This included a tabular presentation of requirements,
with a number of use-case diagrams and three ‘swimlane’ flow charts to illustrate ‘as-is’ processes.
The Oracle implementation went live in November 2008. The interface that it presented to supervisors lacked some
of the features of the Booster version, these having been deemed too costly to implement. However, it contained enough
functionality to be useable by supervisors and students alike. Behind the scenes, it was a different story: the ‘super user’
view of the data, the view needed by the student administration staff, was non-existent. In particular, there was no facility
to search for a student report: such a facility had not been mentioned in the requirements definition, constructed over a six
month period, neither had it appeared in the functional specification; the administrative users felt that such a requirement
should have been self-evident.
The Computer Science department was paid £30,000 for the initial development of GSS, and £45,000 for user support,
maintenance, and data cleaning over the two years: the last of these was necessary due to erroneous or out-of-date
information in themain OSS system. These payments were based upon the actual cost of developer time: principally, that of
Sørensen and Edward Crichton. The total cost of developing the Oracle version was approximately £500,000: this included
the time of the business andprocess analysts, and the projectmanager, aswell as that of the programmers. A similar disparity
appeared in the costs quoted forminor changes or enhancements; the search facility, deemed essential by the administrative
staff, was costed at £8125. We estimated that the entire set of initial change requests, costed at over £100,000 and stated as
requiring more than 200 person days of effort, could have been completed within two days on the Booster system, at a cost
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of £1200—we were charging slightly more than BSP for developer time. Even allowing a multiple of 10 for organisational
costs and overheads, it seems reasonable to conclude that model-driven engineering can be more cost-effective.
Lesson 6. Model-driven engineering can reduce the cost of development by an order of magnitude.
In the case of GSS, this is a conservative estimate, given that the Booster GSS was a higher quality system, more complete
in terms of intended functionality, more amenable to further development, and more reliable in operation. From February
2007 to December 2008, it required no ‘downtime’, whereas the Oracle version has had to be taken down repeatedly for
maintenance. Furthermore, its replacement is already being actively discussed.
We are not aware of any other realistic development in which a model-driven approach can be compared directly with a
conventional software process. It is unusual for an organisation to develop and deploy two versions of a business information
system, over a period of two years, with precisely the same intended functionality; it is even more unusual that two such
developments should proceed quite independently of one another. It should be no surprise then, that it is difficult to find
reports of similar experiences, permitting a side-by-side comparison of conventional and model-driven approaches, in the
literature.
It is worth observing that similar increases in productivity have been associated with the introduction of fourth-
generation languages (4GL), characterised by Martin [14] as ‘non-procedural, high-level specification languages’. A
comprehensive analysis of 4GL methods and tools [15] concluded that an 80% reduction in developer effort could be
achieved. While the implementation of 4GLs in the 1980s and 1990s, involving direct compilation to low-level code, can
be seen as quite different from the layered approach of model-driven engineering [16], we might reasonably expect that
developer effort should be reduced in the same way.
5. Case study: True Colours
While the SSTL and GSS systems offered several valuable lessons and insights, neither can serve as an example of realistic
development for a third party: as student administration systems of one kind or another, their intended function should be
entirely familiar to the academics involved. It could be argued that it was existing domain knowledge, rather than the ability
to develop applications interactively, that allowed the developers to produce appropriate designs in a very short period of
time. In practice, the academics did not ‘own’ the processes that were to be supported, these processes were subject to
change, and a considerable amount of interaction with users was required; nevertheless, some doubt may remain.
To allay this, and to explore the agile, iterative approach to development that the combination of model-driven
engineering and automatic data migration permits, we will consider a third system; True Colours. This is a patient- or mood-
monitoring system designed to support clinical care, health research, and self-management for patients with long-term
mental health conditions. The authors were asked to help develop a new version of the system, which was being used to
monitor patients with bipolar disorder in Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire. The original version had served the clinicians
well, leading to twonational awards, andwas valued and appreciated by its users, butwas in dire need of re-implementation.
To be specific, the first version of the system had been developed on an ad-hoc basis, over a number of years, without any
of the supporting tools, infrastructure, or processes that onemight expect. The data semantics had beendestroyed: attributes
had been re-purposed and invariants lost; status flagswere no longer properly understood, andmost of the system logicwas
embedded in a collection of C functions that were entirely undocumented. Further development was impossible: not only
was the code base too fragile to update or refactor, but the single developer was spending all of their time updating the data
in the system, providing user support, or producing weekly reports for clinicians and researchers through a combination of
queries and manually-populated spreadsheets.
The new version would need to provide exactly the same service to the existing patients. For many, it had come to play a
vital role in the management of their condition. It would need also to computerise many of the reporting and management
activities currently performed by hand: for otherwise, the operation could not be ‘scaled up’ as planned. Furthermore, it
would need to support a range of research projects and clinical studies: already running on the existing system, or planned
for the near future. The authors met with the clinical staff responsible for the system, and with its current maintainer, and
began work on an initial model. Most of the work was undertaken by Welch, with Davies contributing the design, and
Crichton providing assistance with the implementation of the interface.
The first version of the model was created on 4th December 2009, with an initial collection of 7 classes, 46 attributes,
and 50 methods, including all the basic functionality needed for user management. The second version was created four
days later: we added 20 further classes, 122 attributes, and 100 methods, and modified three of the methods that had been
defined in the first version. By this point, we had almost all of the classes that would be needed: 5 more would be added in
January 2010, 1 inMarch, 1 in April, 2 in June, 1 in December 2010, 1 inMay 2011, and 3 in June 2011. During this period, the
only users of the system were the clinicians and nurses involved in the monitoring and research programmes: the system
held no real patient data, and sent no messages.
The development proceeded slowly for two reasons: all of those involved were employed full-time on other tasks, and
there was thus no budgeted development resource until Welch was seconded to the True Colours programme team in April
2011; also, the clinicians were keen to incorporate additional functionality in this new version, and the list of requirements
was constantly being extended. Fig. 5 shows the rate of progress in terms of major versions developed, from December
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Fig. 5. True Colours versions over time.
Fig. 6. True Colours changes.
2009 to June 2011. As the rate varied over the first six months, we will use the version number as the horizontal axis in a
subsequent graph.
As might be expected, the rate of change in the model remained fairly constant after the first ten or fifteen versions,
until the point where the system was about to be exposed to a new user group: that of the patients. At this point, clinical
and nursing staff became more focused upon the potential patient experience, and produced more requests for minor
modifications to the design: for themost part, thesewould entail the addition of attributes to themodel, and themodification
of existing methods; the classes and enumerations would remain unchanged. Fig. 6 shows the number of changes made, for
each kind of model component, against version number.
This shows a very different pattern of evolution from that experienced with SSTL and GSS. In those systems, it was quite
common for attributes to be modified: a mandatory attribute might become optional, an optional attribute might become
set-valued, and an association might become an association class, as the design was updated to capture some structure or
process at a greater level of detail. Here, attributes are not changing: the modeller is either adding new classes, methods,
and attributes, or they are modifying existing methods. We might conjecture that this is a result of the application being
more tightly scoped: the data representation is relatively straightforward; the way in which the data should be accessed or
updated is not.
The system was ready to go live in May 2011. At this point, however, we hit a stumbling block. In our model-driven
approach, every data value must conform to the data model, and the interpretation of each attribute is easy to determine:
at least, we can readily identify any constraints or relationships, and see also how the value of each attribute may be used
or updated by each of the methods. To incorporate legacy data, we must first understand the model that it conforms to,
and then define a mapping from this model into our own that preserves the data interpretation. If that model is encoded
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Fig. 7. Part of the participant interface in True Colours.
partly in the design of C functions and other scripts, and partly in the way that the system is used – in the surrounding data
management processes – then the model may be difficult to establish.
If the existing data is inconsistent, with attributes being used for different purposes at different times, and intended
relationships notmaintained, then several modelsmay need to be established, and several mappings defined. Finally, where
no values have been recorded for attributes now deemed to be mandatory, a simple mapping is not enough: appropriate
values for these attributes will need to be provided. All of this was the case for the first version of True Colours, and some
allowance had beenmade in the project schedule, butwewere blissfully unaware of the full extent of the problem. The initial
data migration was to be undertaken by the maintainers of the first version, who wanted to wait until the ‘final’ version of
the new system was ready.
Although data models for the original system had been provided at the start of development, these remained untested.
Had they been used as source code for the generation of tests or mappings, then the fact that much of the data in the system
did not conform to them could have been detectedmuch earlier in the process. The sensitivity of the information within the
system be complicated matters – we could not be allowed access to any version containing ‘real’ data – but a model-driven
approach to data migration would have allowed us to offer greater assistance. In the event, it took several months to define
an appropriate set of mappings, and the new version of the system was not launched until September 2011.
Lesson 7. A model-driven approach promotes a disciplined approach to data management, and typically leads to higher quality
data.
The system has now been running for six months. Its primary function is to support patient monitoring and self-
management of bipolar disorder. Participants are assignedmonitoring schedules in which they are prompted for a response
at specified times: these could be at particular times of the day, on particular days of the week, at certain times of the
month, or at random times within specified intervals. Schedules may be prescribed for days, weeks, months, or indefinite
periods. Prompts are typically sent as text messages, inviting or reminding the participant to complete a questionnaire. The
questionnaires are carefully designed and validated, and become familiar to the participants, who are given a credit card
aide memoire of the questions. Responses may be provided by logging in to a website, by sending an email, or by texting a
reply.
Each of the questionnaires has a corresponding summary calculation, yielding a single score that serves as a quick,
positive or negative, indication of health. The scores are presented in a graph, providing a useful visualisation of how health
has improved, or not, over time, alongside relevant clinical information: in particular, details of medication. The positive or
negative responses to individual questionsmay be shown also: Fig. 7 shows this as a tiled visualisation, for a patient assigned
the ALTMAN (Altman Self-RatingMania Scale) and QIDS (Quick Inventory of Depressive Symptomology) questionnaires. The
participant may use the system to make their own notes or diaries, allowing them to see how other factors may be affecting
their condition: in the graph shown, this information appears at the top of the screen.
All of this information is automatically exported to the main patient records system used in the relevant part of the
UK National Health Service (in this case, Oxford Health NHS Foundation Trust), and sent also to clinicians in encrypted
PDF format. Negotiations are underway regarding wider adoption: for the monitoring of other conditions in Oxfordshire,
and for the monitoring of bipolar patients across Scotland. Continuing development of the system is being funded by the
National Institute for Health Research, who are supporting Welch’s secondment to the project. To facilitate the proposed,
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wider adoption, significant additions needed to be made to the development toolkit: despite the proven reliability of the
generated database, it was necessary to target an alternative implementation platform: specifically, Microsoft’s SQLServer.
For the servers to be running on Oxford Health Trust networks, they needed to be based upon approved technology.
Model transformations were defined to export the expanded Booster model to SQL, and to convert the method
implementations into stored procedures. Further transformations were defined to generate API and interface components:
it proved convenient for these to act upon the stored procedures, rather than the method descriptions, as some of the
platform-dependent information required had already been incorporated. The new SQLServer-based implementation was
significantly more demanding than the original platform in terms of processor time and memory, but offers significant
advantages in terms of support and scalability; it is now running as themain True Colours system, and future developments
of the Booster technology will include tools to target standard database platforms.
Lesson 8. In model-driven engineering, new tools are always needed.
6. Discussion
The design of the Booster toolkit represents a particular approach to model-driven development: one that has been
influenced by earlier work on formal methods. A Booster model is a partial description of intended functionality; to describe
an operation, the developer writes down a predicate that explains what must be true if the operation is performed. Other
properties may hold, and other changes may take place, but the compiler guarantees that this predicate – the conjunction
of the pre- and post-conditions – will hold whenever the operation is made available.
The compiler may strengthen both the pre- and the post-condition in producing the implementation, using different
levels of contextual information: the attribute(s) involved; the class in which the declaration appears; the content of the
model as awhole; andheuristics selected by the developer or determinedby the applicationdomain. As an example, consider
the way in which the compiler might treat the following method:
marry(true | partner = person_in)
Suppose that this is declared in the class Person, and that partner is an optional attribute of type Person—corresponding
to a self-association with multiplicity 0..1 at each end.
Two conjuncts would be added to the postcondition:
person_in.partner = this
&
partner_0 /= person_in => partner_0.partner = {}
The first of these insists that the opposite link is established: the new partner, determined by input reference person_in,
should have a partner link pointing to the current object this. The second insists that the old partner object partner_0 is
updated to remove the corresponding link unless the old partner is also the new partner. The form of the antecedent ensures
that the postcondition will be achieved even in the presence of aliasing: that is, even if two of the references point to the
same object.
This is not enough to ensure that consistency is maintained, as the new partner object may itself have had an existing
partner. The compiler adds a precondition to ensure that this is not the case:
person_in.partner = {}
As this appears in the precondition part of the declaration, the attribute name does not need to be decorated with _0. The
compiler does not add any pre- or post-condition to address the possibility that person_in and this may refer to the
same object, as this instance of aliasing does not prevent the postcondition from being achieved: as far as the association
invariant is concerned, a person may be their own partner. If the model included also the constraint
partner /= this
as a class invariant, then the compiler would take account of this information, and extend the precondition of the operation
with the constraint
person_in /= this
The completedmethod declarations are strong enough to guarantee that the semantic integrity of the data is maintained: in
terms of the basic type and reference constraints, and also in terms of any business rules added as class or model invariants.
The resulting guardmaybe stronger than theweakest precondition needed for the implementation to achieve the original
postcondition. The implementation will perform only those updates that the developer might reasonably anticipate. The
guard is strengthened to ensure that the generated program is unavailablewhenever the resultmight come as a surprise. The
goal of the compiler is not to find some means of achieving the postcondition, but to implement the developer’s intentions
as far as these can be determined. The notion of what might prove surprising, and the means of determining intentions, is
expressed through the design of the rules for extending the postcondition, and for translating postconditions into programs.
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For example, the implementation ofmarry could have included a conditional assignment: to clear thepartner attribute
of any object originally linked to person_in. However, this object is not mentioned anywhere in the original method
declaration; neither is there any path to it from the current object reference this. The developer may not have considered
this object, and so the guard is strengthened to avoid the need for an assignment to one of its attributes. Subsequent
developments of the Booster notation, and of the compiler, have refined this approach considerably, but the essential
principle remains.
Principle. A generated method implementation should behave exactly as intended. If the intended effect is unclear, the method
should be unavailable.
In a Booster implementation, there should be no surprises resulting from the effects of a method execution. Any surprise
should result from a method being unavailable: because the guard is stronger than the developer had expected, or because
some combination of attribute values and inputs has been presented that the developer did not anticipate. To check that no
unexpected consequences will appear at run-time, we may inspect the generated method guards, present a formal proof
that they will be satisfied, or construct an appropriate suite of tests to check that the system will allow the methods to be
executed.
The development of an individual method can proceed as follows. We write a postcondition describing the intended
effect, and the compiler generates a guard for the corresponding program. If the guard is too weak, we add an appropriate
constraint to the precondition. If the guard is too strong, we modify the existing pre- or postcondition, add a conjunct
explaining the intended effect upon some other attribute or object, add or remove a reference from the change list, weaken
an invariant, or make a change to the structure of the model, and run the compiler again until a satisfactory solution is
obtained.
The unique contribution of the Booster technology lies in the way that it facilitates the object-oriented design of
information systems through declarative description of functionality, integrity constraints, and business rules. The object-
oriented approach allows the description of an operation in the context of a class, where the attributes involved will be
declared. In any non-trivial information system, the values of those attributes are related to the values of other attributes
elsewhere in the system: there will be complex model, class, or association invariants to be maintained.
This is expected and acknowledged in many accounts of object-oriented design. For example, the opposite property
for ‘‘mutually-constrained attributes’’ is part of the core UML language definition; the principal reference texts for OCL,
including that for OCL in MDA [17], include many examples of constraints upon attributes of associated classes; and the
class-responsibility-collaboration approach developed by Beck and Cunningham [18] insists that ‘‘objects do not exist in
isolation’’ [19]. We have argued elsewhere [20] that classes are not necessarily components in the context of model-driven
development: in particular, that they may not be an appropriate unit of composition for behavioural information.
The same is true of other modular approaches to imperative programming. It is a simple matter to place partial
descriptions of functions that perform different actions into separate modules, files, or classes. To complete these
descriptions – to know what other actions should be taken, or when that action should not be performed, in order to
maintain consistency between different data items – we may need to look beyond the boundary of the current module. The
Booster compiler will consider all of the constraint information in the model in determining how eachmethod specification
is translated; only by doing this is it able to ensure that the implementation will preserve every data constraint.
The current data migration technology is a simple generalisation of this approach: the changes to the model provide a
specification for data transformation; a suitable method is generated, and a sufficient precondition is calculated and used as
a guard. A migration method will be unavailable unless the current data, after transformation, would satisfy the constraints
of the newmodel. Given that datamigrationmay involve a costly interruption to service, it should be no surprise that similar
methods [12] have been proposed to calculate the effect of the proposed mappings in advance, to ensure that all of the data
constraints in the new system will be satisfied, before the migration process starts.
The overall impact of the Booster technology – the order of magnitude reduction in cost, the increase in software quality
and maintainability – is the cumulative effect of taking a model-driven approach to every aspect of development and
maintenance. There aremany different contributions, including: the automatic implementation of defaultmethods, theway
in which types are inferred for variables in methods and invariants, the way in which context is inferred and qualification
is unnecessary. The existence of a precise, complete model not only makes each individual contribution possible, but also
ensures that they work together effectively in combination.
None of these other contributions are unique. Over the past 10 years we have seen how technologies such as Microsoft’s
.NET have delivered similar improvements in productivity. In January 2009, we conducted a parallel development of the Pet
Store exemplar originally proposed for Java developers, comparing Booster against the current versions of .NET. The results
are shown in Fig. 8, as an extension of Microsoft’s original graph comparing .NET and Java developments of this application.
This is a ‘toy’ example, with only a small number of attributes and associations, but it serves tomake the point that the other,
incremental contributions are also being made elsewhere, to the same effect.
Given that the development of the MDA was closely linked to the metamodelling hierarchy that underpins the Unified
Modelling Language (UML), one might expect that the Booster approach could have been based upon the UML notation,
making use of that notation’s Object Constraint Language (OCL) instead of the formal AMN. OCL can be used to formalise
preconditions, postconditions, and invariants in object models, andwe have experimented extensively with its use – see, for
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Fig. 8. The pet store in Booster.
example, [21] – in the hope ofmaking our approachmore accessible to awider audience. However, we found two significant
difficulties in using OCL:
1. The notation did not support the compositional approach to method definitions afforded by the method combinators.
In describing operations, we found it essential to include method references within postconditions. The ability to call
methods in combination is an essential aspect of object-oriented design.
2. The orientation of the notation was awkward: we wanted to describe properties of attributes in a range of different
scopes; the expressions required were complex, unwieldy, and not amenable to factorisation.
Closer in spirit, if not in execution, is the approach advocated by [22], inwhich relational databases and Javaweb applications
are generated from UML diagrams. A key difference is that functionality is described by use cases and sequence diagrams,
and that there is no support for compositional design and analysis of the kind discussed here.
Some progress is being made in terms of Executable UML [23]. Based on work by Schlaer and Mellor [24], it adopts a
correct-by-construction approach in which dynamic features are implemented by weaving a number of domain models.
The associated development methods are based on agility and rapid delivery of working software. As with Booster, the
initial model may be treated as a faithful representation of the generated system, and analysed using formal techniques:
for example Turner et al. [25] shows how CSP||B models may be generated and used for analysis. We may expect further
work in this area. A new OMG standard has recently been published for Foundational UML (fUML) [26]. This incorporates
an action language named Alf, an Action Language for fUML, which provides Java-like functionality for modifying attributes,
associations, creating and destroying objects.
George et al. [27] present a model-driven approach by which Object-Z specifications may be converted into contracts
in an object-oriented implementation language: for example, as Java assertions. Tools with a sound formal basis such as
JML [28] and Spec# [29] allow effective verification based upon pre- and postconditions. Dantas et al. [30] show how the
B-method can be extended to support a new low-level language, at the level of abstraction of an assembly language. This
helps bridge the gap between the formal language and programming constructs, giving a better guarantee of program
correctness. Similarly, Edmunds and Butler [31] introduces an intermediate specification language – Object-oriented,
Concurrent B (OCB) – that sits between Event-B and object-oriented implementations. This allows the specification of non-
atomic operations, whichmay be interleaved using the ; operator, andmappings are defined fromOCB to Event-B, and from
OCB to Java.
The experience of applying the toolkit to the development of these and other information systems, and a programme
of research conducted in parallel, has informed the development of a new version of the technology, Booster 2. The most
important changes are:
− The model transformations are now performed using the Stratego [32] and Spoofax technologies [33], instead of the
rewrite engine of the B toolkit.
− The compilation process is targeted at standard database platforms, rather than the in-memory, bespoke database
generated using the B toolkit libraries.
− The modelling language is now more expressive, and also more concise: in particular, the change list is no longer
required, and the pre- and postconditions are written together as a single predicate.
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At the same time, we are exploring how the model creation and editing process – the source of model changes that may
later on be echoed by data migrations – can be better supported within widely-used development frameworks: see [34]. A
variety of tools and platforms have been developed for identifying and acting upon model changes. Although the primary
focus of this development has been model management and version control, the ‘model patches’ produced by tools such as
EMF Compare [35] can serve as outline specifications for data transformation.
Automatic support for data migration is an essential ingredient in our emerging developmentmethodology. Not only are
we able to implement design changes reliably and efficiently, but we are also able to determine in advance whether or not
the migrated data would meet the constraints of the newmodel. This helps us to identify and document any subtle changes
in meaning or interpretation, and facilitates a deeper discussion of intentions with stakeholders or customers. In this, as in
every other aspect of model development, we are critically dependent upon access to appropriate domain expertise.
In two of the three example developments reported here, there were examples of changes to the model being
formulated, agreed, and deployed in the working system before it became apparent that the change was based upon some
misapprehension or misunderstanding on the part of an individual customer representative. In some cases, this arose from
the person having only a limited view of the processes that the systemwas intended to support. In others, it reflected a lack
of strategic knowledge: the person had a complete understanding of existing processes, but was not aware that a decision
had been taken to change the way that things were done.
To some extent, this is only to be expected, and we might comfort ourselves with the thought that a model-driven
approachmakes it easier to discover and reverse this kind of mistake. However, we observed also that evenwhere sufficient
domain expertise was available, the fact that changes were easily implemented meant that customers could put less effort
into the consideration, articulation, and prioritisation of requirements. This underlines the importance of an appropriate
methodology in making the most effective use of domain expertise and modelling effort.
The development of such a methodology, and the integration of our approach with other programming technologies,
modelling tools, and development frameworks, remains the subject of future research. In the meantime, we hope that our
success in applyingmodel-driven techniques in this domainmight inspire others to adopt a similar approach, and thusmake
a positive contribution to the quality, reliability, and sustainability of enterprise-level information systems.
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